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P resently as president Chen has declared 2005 to 2008 as

the “National Anti-narcotics Combat Year”, and in a

move to enforce a Coast Guard “Maritime anti-narcotics

sweeping plan, the Seventh District Maritime Patrol not only

actively develops maritime patrol work but further integrates

its investigation and crackdown dynamics in launching a full-

on scare on narcotics sweep to suppress the spread of drug

trafficking crime.

From the oversea intelligence, the investigation section

of the Seventh District Maritime Patrol comes to the knowl-

edge of a trafficking ring’s attempt to bring in narcotics.  Cap-

tain Hsieh Shien-shih reported it to the head quarter, then

followed instructions to set up an “Anti-trafficking Task

Force” working with units such as the Sixteenth District Mari-

time Patrol and so froth, and reported to the District Court of

Ilan D.A. Lee Hao-sung who was in charge of the

investigation.  The Captain Chang Ben-yuan of the criminal

investigation division was assigned to head the task force

meeting, and rules to form a command center with mission

tasking devised, whereby the Captain Hsieh Shien-shih of
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The Seventh District Maritime Pa-
trol in Suao Intercepts a Fishing
Boat, Zhe Mun #6,
in a 56.56kg Ketamine Stint
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Seventh District Maritime Patrol was as commander, in charge of coor-

dination contact and vessel dispatch.

Intelligence revealed this case was totally different from previous

ones. The criminal members are exceptionally cunning.  Any wrong

move could risk the mission.  With the chance of drug unloading at sea

in maritime crackdown and any oversight could render all efforts in

vain.  Because of those challenges, the task force members had to keep

in alert and disguised under a fishing boat to prevent the criminal ring

from getting suspicious.  In addition, as the ring routinely dispatched

“Route sweeping vessel” to monitor the status of the patrol boats on

scheduled routes, to avoid causing alarm, the commander responded

by dispatching patrol boat to conduct remote surveillance, drumming

to nail the illicit move once the target was baited without cause the

sweeping reconnaissance boat to raise guard.

On Dec. 31, 2004, the deputy director Shu Han-lin of Coast Guard

intelligence division went to the command center to give instruction.

This not only boosted the morale but  further integrated the crackdown

move by coordinating the Ilan mobile investigation brigade, Coast

Guard #12 platoon in a joint coastal radar surveillance.   This integra-

tion bound the “Anti-trafficking Task Force” in a closer tie and mobi-

lized all members of the task force readying to enforce the combat.

At 5:30 on January 3, 2005, as  the surveillance intelligence cited the

target raft had set sail from Fang Liang fishing port, the task force mem-

bers quickly deployed to strategic sports as planned and quickly locked

on to the target’s movement using the radar system and patrol boat radar.

At 9:45, two boats disguised as fishing boats intercepted the target boat,

Zhe Mun #6, off the coast of Mi Yueh Bay, Ilan County, and seized 44

packs of Amphetamine, weighing 56.56 kilos and valuing at more than

NT$70 million in market value.  At 18:00 of the same day, a multiple

interception checkpoints was set up at sea, and at 19:40, The Twelveth

District Maritime Patrol successfully intercepted the mother ship, SS Ming

Hung, off the coast of Hsinchu, and escorted the boat pending further

investigation by The Seventh District Maritime Patrol.
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With the hard-work of the task force members and the good inte-

gration of all relative division and the combination of radar and coastal

duties, they achieve the largest Amphetamine raid in Suao history, cre-

ating an important milestone in maritime drug sweep, and showing

the administration’s exceptional crackdown capability and determina-

tion to combat the criminals for how it successfully intercepts drug

movements at sea and deters drug trafficking.  The case is currently

being dircted by D.A. Lee Hao-sung in tracking down the mastermind

behind the scene in a move to complete disintegrate illicit crime and

effectively maintain social order.

(The author is a officer of The Seventh District Maritime Patrol in Suao)




